
Description of classes

In all classes, horses will be judged on their natural movement, acceptance of their job
and if they are a pleasure to handle.
Natural movement- dragging of the feet or a droopy head is not considered “natural”,
they should have flowing gaits, picking up their feet to move with purpose and they
should look comfortable to ride.
Acceptance- they should look alive, enjoy being with a person under saddle or in hand,
they should be responsive to cues and pinning of the ears, flicking their tail or kicking
will reduce points.
Pleasure- in hand classes, they should not pull on the handler or rear. Under saddle the
rider should not flop in the saddle, the horse should not be grunting or heaving, and they
should be easy to change pace or stop.
Handlers will be judged on how they listen to instructions and cue the horse. Yelling at
or jerking on the horse will reduce points.

 Halter, color, heritage, and games will be judged with all entered horses in the ring at
the same time. All others are judged individually with a pattern. In all classes, all
entered horses will return to the arena for placing announcement.

 All classes in the novice division are walk, trot/jog. This is for horses or riders who
are not comfortable loping.

 All classes (except driving) in the advanced division are walk, trot/jog, lope/canter.
 Most unique color will be judged only on the coat of the horse, not a conformation

class. The horse with the most interesting color or pattern for its breed will receive
first place. Solids and patterns may be individually judged depending on number of
entries. If it is not divided, patterns do not always win over solids.

 Liberty is judged on the horses movement off line and how easy they are to catch.
 Jumping is judged on the horses ability to cleanly and comfortably clear the jumps,

it is not a timed event, you only need to follow the pattern. Poles knocked down will
reduce points.

 Heritage- where did your horses’ ancestors come from? This is a breed specific class.
Half breeds will have the option to chose between either breed. Anyone can enter this
class regardless of division.

 Groundwork classes are judged only on the horses attitude and acceptance of cues,
not a conformation class.

 Trail will be judged on your horses’ spook tolerance and ability to navigate around or
over objects you might find on a trail ride, and handlers ability to follow the pattern.
A dog is allowed to join you in this class if they are behaved and will stay with you
off line.

 Egg-N-Spoon- who can hold their egg in their spoon the longest
 Ride-A-Buck- but a dollar bill under your thigh, whoever has the last bill wins all

the bills dropped.
 Ribbons- partner up and hold a ribbon between the two of you while riding.

Tie-breaker will be a pattern or dismount/mount.
 Musical chairs- when the music stops, jump off and find a chair




